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We investigate the propagation of scalar waves induced by matter sources in the context of scalar-
tensor theories of gravity which include screening mechanisms for the scalar degree of freedom. The
usual approach when studying these theories in the non-linear regime of cosmological perturbations
is based on the assumption that scalar waves travel at the speed of light. Within General Relativity
such approximation is good and leads to no loss of accuracy in the estimation of observables. We
find, however, that mass terms and non-linearities in the equations of motion lead to propagation
and dispersion velocities significantly different from the speed of light. As the group velocity is
the one associated to the propagation of signals, a reduction of its value has direct impact on the
behaviour and dynamics of non linear structures within modified gravity theories with screening.
For instance, the internal dynamics of galaxies and satellites submerged in large dark matter halos
could be affected by the fact that the group velocity is smaller than the speed of light. It is therefore
important, within such framework, to take into account the fact that different part of a galaxy will
see changes in the environment at different times. A full non-static analysis may be necessary under
those conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity is the founda-
tion of our modern description of gravitational phenom-
ena, ranging from stellar evolution and planetary dynam-
ics to the evolution of the universe itself. However over
the years it has become clear that in order for this the-
ory to explain observations on galactic and cosmological
scales it seems necessary to assume a universe dominated
by dark energy and dark matter, neither of which can be
explained within the standard model of particle physics.
This has led to a resurgence of interest in modified theo-
ries of gravity, in the hope that they might help explain
the observed universe [1]. In this paper we look at one
class of such models where an additional scalar degree of
freedom is included in the gravitational sector, and the
dynamics is governed by the action (1), where the metric
signature is chosen to be mostly positive.

S =

∫ √
−g
[M2

Pl

2
R− 1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ− V (φ)
]
d4x

+

∫
Lm
[
g̃µν , ψ

]
d4x , g̃µν = B(φ)gµν (1)

These models differ from quintessence models by the
presence of the conformal coupling to matter B(φ), which
gives rise to an effective potential dependent on the mat-
ter distribution. The conformal coupling, which is ex-
pected to be of gravitational strength, gives rise to an
additional ’fifth force’, whose existence has been heav-
ily constrained by local tests on deviations from the in-
verse square law, Casimir forces and violations of the
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Weak Equivalence Principle [2]. These constraints rule
out most such models for natural values of the couplings,
unless the fifth forces can be screened in high density
regions where the constraints are most stringent. Mod-
els exhibiting such screening are often called screened
modified gravity, where the chameleon [3], symmetron [4]
and galileon models [5] are examples. In the chameleon
model, the mass of the field depends on the local mat-
ter density in such a way that in high density regions,
like on earth or in the solar system, it becomes large,
leading to a Yukawa like suppression of the fifth force
range. In low density regions on the other hand, the
mass of the chameleon is small allowing long range fifth
forces which can modify the predictions of GR on cos-
mological scales. In addition to the Yukawa screening,
the chameleon model gives rise to additional screening
through the so called thin-shell mechanism which re-
stricts the fifth forces of objects like the sun and earth,
to thin shells close to the surface [6, 7].

Usually the effects of the new scalar degree of freedom
is studied in the static or quasi-static limit. However,
there is increasing interest in the possibility that scalar
waves may yield non-negligible corrections to GR and
have to be taken into account when making predictions
for some of these theories. Recently N-body simulations
taking into account the full dynamical equations of mo-
tion for the symmetron model where performed [8, 9],
showing novel phenomena such as the creation of domain
walls and their subsequent breakdown leading to energy
release in the form of scalar waves. Non-static effects
were also studied in the linear and non-linear regime in
different models in [10–13]. The waves appearing in the
symmetron model where shown to travel at the speed
of light in accordance with the notion that the speed of
sound equals the speed of light, cs = 1, for scalar fields
with canonical kinetic terms [14–16]. However from the
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field theoretic point of view, at least in the linear regime,
waves in a massive scalar field originating from a localized
source travel with the group velocity cg < 1 [17], contrary
to the phase velocity of plane waves in the Fourier expan-
sion, which travel travel at phase velocities larger than
that of light, cp > 1. A similar thing happens when light
travels through dispersive media, where the phase veloc-
ity can be larger than the speed of light in vacuum, but
where the group velocity and the measured speed of light
is smaller than the vacuum value. This stems from the
fact that waves having a local origin are not described by
a single plane wave mode, but rather by a distribution
of modes or a wave packet, which collectively travel at
the group velocity. These differences between the speed
of propagation of light and the gravitational degrees of
freedom may lead to observational consequences. See for
instance [18] for some of the consequences of having dif-
ferent horizons for light and gravity.

The concept of group velocity is seldom mentioned in
the literature on scalar field cosmology, and there seems
to be some confusion as to the meaning of the differ-
ent concepts of velocity (sound speed cs, group veloc-
ity cg and phase velocity cp). In this paper we review
the relation between these concepts in the context of lin-
ear scalar waves, and investigate how these results carry
over into the non-linear regime and curved spacetime us-
ing numerics. As an explicit example we look at the
chameleon model, where we throughout assume that the
non-minimal coupling in equation (1) can be linearized,
g̃µν ≈ gµν + δgµν with δgµν << 1. This allows us to
linearize the matter coupling

Lm(g̃µν , ψ) ≈ Lm(gµν , ψ) +

√
−g
2

δB(φ)Tm (2)

where Tm is the trace of the Einstein frame stress-energy
tensor Tµνm in the absence of scalar couplings

Tm = Tµνm gµν , Tµνm =
2√
−g

∂Lm(gµν , ψ)

∂gµν
(3)

For the conformal coupling B(φ) and potential V (φ) we
follow [3]:

V (φ) = M4

(
M

φ

)n
, B(φ) = e2βφ ≈ 1 + 2βφ (4)

which gives the equation of motion for the scalar field

∇µ∇µφ = S(φ, Tm) = V (φ),φ −
1

2
δB(φ),φT

m. (5)

Throughout this paper we focus on perturbations in the
scalar field induced by a matter source rather than how
matter perturbations are affected by the presence of ad-
ditional gravitational degrees of freedom. For modifica-
tions to the evolution and dynamics of ordinary matter

perturbations in modified theories of gravity, see for in-
stance [19–23].

The paper is structured as follows: In section II we
look at the propagation of scalar waves in the linear
regime and Minkowski spacetime. We then continue in
section III by looking at how this behaviour is modified
when the non-linearities are taken into account. This is
followed by a brief discussion in section IV on the ap-
parent inconsistency between the group velocity, cg ≤ 1,
determining the propagation speed of the scalar waves,
and the effective speed of sound cs = 1 found in the fluid
approach used in perturbation theory. Finally we sum-
marize and conclude in section V.

II. SCALAR WAVES: LINEAR REGIME

We start by considering the simplest possible scenario,
where we assume a Minkowski background, with non-
relativistic matter Tm ≈ −ρm. The matter distribution
can then be split into a background and source part,
ρm = ρ0(xµ) + δρ(xµ) where we allow the background
to potentially vary in both space and time (e.g. as a
time varying cosmological background, or the static back-
ground solution for spherical source). This can be used
to consider linear perturbations over potentially non-
linear backgrounds, although this is beyond the scope
of this paper. We can then write the field in terms of
a background solution φ0 and a perturbation ϕ, φ =
φ0(xµ) + ϕ(xµ) which allows us to Taylor expand the
source term S(φ, ρm) in equation (5)

S ≈ βρ0 −
nMn+4

φn+1
0︸ ︷︷ ︸

S(φ0,−ρ0)

+
n(n+ 1)Mn+4

φn+2
0

ϕ+ βδρ (6)

Using this approximation, the equations of motion for
the perturbations ϕ becomes

(
∂µ∂

µ −m2
)
ϕ = βδρ , m2 =

n(n+ 1)Mn+4

φ0(xµ)n+2
, (7)

where φ0(xµ) is the solution to the full equations for
the background density ρ0(xµ), and the approximation
is valid as long as |ϕ(xµ)| << φ0(xµ). In this paper
we restrict ourselves to a fixed matter background with
the background field φ0 situated at the minima of the
background potential. This yields the standard mas-
sive Klein-Gordon equation with the background field φ0

given by

φ0 =

(
nMn+4

βρ0

)1/(n+1)

m2 = (n+ 1)
βρ0

φ0

(8)

(9)
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From the expression for φ0 we can now estimate what
densities justifies the linearization of the conformal cou-
pling

φ0 <<
1

2β
, ρ0 >> 2nM4(nβM)n (10)

If we assume natural values for the coupling parame-

ters β ∼ 1/MPl, M ∼ ρ
1/4
Λ [7], with ρΛ being the vac-

uum energy density, then the ratio M/MPl ∼ 10−30 and
the approximation is valid for matter densities ρm >>
10−30nρΛ, which covers most conceivable situations, for
n > 0.

A. Causality

First we note that even though the plane wave solu-
tions of equation (7) can travel at speeds exceeding that
of light, the propagation of a signal originating from a
localized source is always causal. This can be seen by
considering the effect of a source on the future field where
we can write the solution in terms of the retarded Greens
function Gret [24], defined in terms of the fundamental
equation for the future field.

(
∂µ∂

µ −m2
)
Gret(x

µ, x′µ) = δ4(xµ − x′µ)

τ = t− t′ , λ = τ2 − |x− x′|2

Gret(x
µ, x′µ) = −θ(τ)

2π

(
δ(λ)− mθ(λ)J1(m

√
λ)

2
√
λ

)
(11)

Here Jν(x) are the Bessel functions of the first kind and
θ(x) is the Heaviside step-function λ = 0 defines the
boundary of the future light cone of the source and we
see that outside the light cone, λ < 0, the Greens func-
tion vanishes. The particular solution ϕ for an arbitrary
source δρ can now be constructed by exploiting the lin-
earity of the equation, which allows us to write ϕ as a
weighted superposition of Greens solutions for different
δ-sources

ϕ = β

∫
δρ(x′µ)Gret(x

µ, x′µ)d4x′ (12)

It follows from this form of the solution, that the field
at a spacetime point (t, x) is only affected by the part
of the source inside the past light cone of the space-
time point. This ensures that the propagation of per-
turbations caused by a localized source is causal and the
upper limit for the propagation velocity is the speed of
light c = 1. As an example we consider the case of
a point particle of unit mass created at the origin at
t = 0, which we model as a delta-source δρ = θ(t)δ3(x).
where assume that the scalar field is initially unperturbed

ϕ(t = 0,x) = 0. The integral form of the solution in
terms of the distance from the source r then simplifies to

ϕ(t, r) = − β

4πr

(
1−mr

∫ uf

0

J1(u)du√
u2 +m2r2

)
, (13)

where uf = m
√
t2 − r2. In the infinite future the integral

simplifies for finite values of r to the standard Yukawa
solution for a static δ-source, where the negative sign of
the solution is a manifestation of the force between equal
charges, given by the gradient of the field Fϕ ∝ −∇rφ.

∫ ∞
0

J1(u)√
u2 +m2r2

=
1− e−mr

mr

⇒ lim
t→∞

ϕ(t, r) = −β e
−mr

4πr
(14)

This is as expected since as t → ∞, the motion created
in the field due to the sudden appearance of the particle
at t = 0 has radiated away to infinity. In the finite case
finding a closed form solution is difficult, but numerical
solutions can be found either by solving the integral equa-
tion (12) or the differential equation (5). Figure 1 shows
the solutions at time t = 25 for a scalar field with mass
m = 1, obtained using a 4th order Runge-Kutta solver
for eq. (5) and an adaptive Gauss-Konrod quadrature
integral solver [25] for eq. (12). The light horizon is in-
dicated by the vertical black line at r = 25 after which
no perturbations occur in accordance with the vanishing
of the Greens function (11) beyond this point.

The sudden introduction of a particle at t = 0 creates
oscillations in the scalar field which gradually subsides as
the associated energy is radiated away. This leads to a
wave pattern outside the source where the perturbations
are large and narrow at the wavefront and gradually de-
cay and widen in its wake as the central oscillations decay.
As the oscillations decay the solution converges towards
the Yukawa solutions (14) as predicted by the analytic
solution. In the linear regime the perturbations in the
field are proportional to the size of the matter pertur-
bations and grows without bound as illustrated by the
Yukawa solution. This is not necessarily true in the non-
linear regime, and for chameleon models studied here,
the self-coupling diverges as φ goes to zero, leading to a
positive definite magnitude of the field. This results in
a suppression of the scalar wave amplitude in the non-
linear regime, due to smaller gradients in the field. The
solutions found using the Runge-Kutta solver agrees well
with the integral solutions, and serves as a sanity check
for the differential solver that will be used for the remain-
der of the paper.

B. Propagation of a Wave packet

The concepts of phase and group velocity relates to
the propagation of plane waves and wave packets re-
spectively. To illustrate the concepts we consider the
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FIG. 1: Perturbations ϕ in the scalar field at t = 25
induced by a static delta source created at the origin at
t = 0. The dashed blue and red lines corresponds to the

solutions found by solving the differential (5) and
integral (11) equations respectively. The black vertical
line indicates the light horizon, while the dashed black

line corresponds to the static Yukawa solution. The
length scale is arbitrary and related to the time scale by

the speed of light c = 1.

background equation (δρ = 0) for the perturbations ϕ in
Fourier space

ϕ(xµ) =
1

(2π)4

∫
ϕ(kµ)eikµx

µ

d4k

ϕ(kµ) =

∫
ϕ(xµ)e−ikµx

µ

d4x

kµ = (ω,k)

(15)

(16)

(17)

which gives the Fourier space algebraic equation for
any non-vanishing Fourier component ϕk = ϕ(kµ)

[
ω2 − (k2 +m2)

]
ϕk = 0

⇒ ω =
√
k2 +m2

(18)

(19)

The resulting relation between the frequency ω and the
wave vector k is called the dispersion relation and tells us
how the solutions to the equation propagate and disperse.
The dispersion relation allows us to write the spacetime
Fourier modes in terms of spatial ones

ϕk = 2πϕkδ
(
ω −

√
k2 +m2

)
,

and write equation (15) as

ϕ(t,x) =
1

(2π)3

∫
ϕke

−ik(cpt−k̂·x)d3k (20)

where the wave vector is written in terms of its magnitude
and directional unit vector k = kk̂. Equation (20) tells
us that the plane waves modes in the Fourier expansion
travels with a velocity cp, called the phase velocity.

cp =
ω

k
=
√

1 +m2/k2 > 1 (21)

However the phase velocity describes the propagation of
plane waves which are not localized, and hence different
from the waves originating from a source. This is why
the phase velocity can be greater than the speed of light,
without breaking causality. A wave produced by a local
source consists of a collection of plane waves, usually re-
ferred to as a wave packet, which never exceed the speed
of light, as discussed in section II A. If the wave has a well
defined wavelength λ, the propagation velocity can be es-
timated by considering solutions with ϕk sharply peaked
around a wavenumber k0 = 1/λ. For simplicity we con-
sider propagation along one direction, in which case the
frequency ω can then be Taylor expanded around k0, al-
lowing us to further simplify ϕ(t, x) [26].

ω(k) ≈ ω(k0) +
dω(k0)

dk
δk = ω0 + cg(k − k0)

ϕ(t, x) =
ei[cgk0−ω0]t

2π

∫
ϕke

−ik(cgt−x)dk

= ϕ0(x− cgt)eiθ0t , θ0 = cgk0 − ω0

(22)

(23)

As can be seen from equation (23), the wave packet trav-
els undistorted up to a global phase factor θ0 with a ve-
locity cg as long as higher order terms in the frequency
expansion are neglected. The velocity cg is what is called
the group velocity and is given by

cg =
dω

dk
=

1√
1 + m2

k2

< 1 (24)

Contrary to the phase velocity this is always smaller
than the speed of light. To illustrate we consider a 1-
dimensional oscillating Gaussian matter perturbation δρ
oscillating with a frequency ωm.

δρ =
1

2
δρ0(x)(1− cos(ωmt))

δρ0(x) = Me−
x2

2σ2 , σ = 0.1

(25)

(26)

The particular solution to the one dimensional equation
in Fourier space is then given by

ϕk = −β
2
δρk0

[
cos (ωmt)

ω2
m − ω2

k

+ ω−1
m

]
(27)

where ωk is th frequency associated with k through
the dispersion relation (19). By choosing an oscillation
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frequency ωm =
√
k2

0 +m2, the source induces pertur-
bations in ϕ dominated by k0. Figure 2 shows the evo-
lution of the scalar field in a similar fashion as in [8], for
three different scalar masses m = [0.01, 0.1, 1], β = 1 and
k0 = M = 0.1, in addition to the profile for m = 0.1
at three different times. The unperturbed regions in the
light cone plots are coloured in black for clarity.

The solutions show the main component of the wave
traveling at the group velocity, and a rapid decay of the
solution in front. The small high frequency oscillations
in front of the main signal are called precursors and is a
well known phenomena from light propagation in disper-
sive media [27, 28]. These precursors are generally much
smaller than the main signal. The same behavior is also
observed for a spherically symmetric source except for
an additional 1/r decay of the amplitude as we will see
when we solve the full equations in section III.

Including higher order terms in the frequency expan-
sion in equation (22) leads to dispersion and amplitude
evolution. In particular we can get an approximate ex-
pression for the dispersion rate (i.e how fast the wave
packet spreads) by including the second order term in
the expansion. Let us consider for example, a spheri-
cally symmetric perturbation at rest with an initial width
σ(t = 0) = σ0:

ϕ(0, r) =
(
2πσ2

0

)−3/2
e
− r2

2σ20 . (28)

The Fourier transform of the initial distribution is then
given by

ϕk = e−
k2σ20

2 (29)

and the spacetime solution ϕ(t, r) written in terms of the
Fourier modes in spherical coordinates becomes

ϕ(t, r) =
1

2π2r

∫ ∞
0

k sin(kr)e−( 1
2k

2σ2
0+iω(k)t)dk (30)

Continuing the Taylor expansion of the frequency to
second order around k0 = 0, using ω0 = ω(k0) = m and
cg(0) = 0 gives

ω(k) ≈ ω0 +
dω0

dk
k +

1

2

d2ω0

dk2
k2 = m+

k2

2m

ϕ(t, r) ≈ e−imt

2π2r

∫ ∞
0

k sin(kr)e−
1
2 (σ2

0+ it
m )k2dk

= α(t)e−iθ(r,t) (2πσ0)
−3/2

e
− r2

2σ(t)2

(31)

(32)

where the spread σ(t), amplitude α(t), and phase factor
θ(r, t) are given by

σ(t) =

√
σ2

0 +
t2

m2σ2
0

, α(t) =

(
1 +

t2

m2σ4

)−3/4

θ(r, t) =
mt

2

[
2− r2

(t2 +m2σ4
0)

]
+

3

2
arg

[
σ2

0 +
it

m

] (33)

(34)

For the series expansion to be valid, the wavenumber
must be much smaller than the mass of the field, k <<
m, so the approximation is only valid for perturbations
much larger that the Compton wavelength of the field,
σ0 >> m−1. The rate of change in the spread is given
by

cσ =
dσ

dt
=

1

mσ0

√
1 +m2σ4

0/t
2

(35)

which converges towards cσ = (mσ0)−1 = σk/m as
t→∞. We note that for the region of validity of the ap-
proximation, the spread velocity is always smaller than
the speed of light, vσ < 1, and is proportional to the
mass of the scalar field and the width of the original per-
turbation.

Figure 3 shows light cone plots for the evolution of a
Gaussian perturbation with initial spread σ0 = 10 for
three different scalar masses m ∈ 0.1, 0.5, 1 as given by
(7) with δρ = 0. Though we have shown it here only for
a Gaussian initial distribution, a similar behavior applies
to more general distributions.

III. NON-LINEAR REGIME

A. Non-Linear: 1-dimensional

We now continue by solving the full non-linear equa-
tions numerically to see how the non-linearities affect the
propagation of waves that originate from a harmonically
oscillating source. Again we consider a Gaussian source
δρ embedded in a homogeneous background ρ0, where we
denote the associated background value for the field by
φ0. We can then write the full equations of motion in
terms of the dimensionless quantities χ = φ/φ0 = 1 + δχ
and η = ρ/ρ0 = 1 + δη as

∇µ∇µχ =
m2

n+ 1

(
η − χ−(n+1)

)
(
∇µ∇µ −m2

)
δχ =

m2

n+ 1
δη , δχ << 1

(36)

(37)

The linear approximation is valid for |ϕ| << φ0, which
is equivalent to |δχ| << 1. We can use the scaling prop-
erty of the linear solution, namely that scaling the magni-
tude of the source corresponds to an equal scaling in the
amplitude of the solution, to estimate where the linear
approximation breaks down. The amplitude of the solu-
tion to equation (7) for m = M = k0 = 0.1 and β = 1
is roughly ϕ ∼ 0.1, so in order to generate amplitudes,
ϕ ∼ 1, we would need βM ∼ 1. In terms of the new
parametrization (37) using m = 0.1, n = 1 and a source
δη given by
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δη =
1

2
δη0(x)(1− cos(ωmt))

δη0(x) = Me−
x2

2σ2 , σ = 0.1

(38)

(39)

this translates into a source amplitude of order M ∼
200. Figure 4 shows the solutions for three different den-
sity contrasts M = 100, 250, 500.

We clearly see that as the linear approximation breaks
down, the simple oscillations in the source term no longer
give a simple signal, but gives rise to complicated wave-
forms. We also see that the growth of the amplitudes
associated with an increased density contrast is highly
suppressed due to the bounds on the central oscillations
discussed at the end of II A. Furthermore as the non-
linearities grow, the decay of the solutions in front of
the horizon associated with the group velocity becomes
less evident, and the collective propagation becomes more
light like. However from the light cone plots we still see
a rather distinct change in the waveform at the horizon
where the main line feature, corresponding to the peaks
and troughs of the perturbations, decays rapidly. The
motion of these peaks and troughs corresponds to the
dominant plane wave mode of the signal, directly related
to the main Fourier mode of the source given by equation
(27). As can be seen from the lower middle plot in figure
4, the slope of these peaks and troughs are given by the
phase velocity

cmp =
ωm
k0

=
√

2 (40)

While the amplitude of the waves is greatly suppressed
by the non-linearities, the main wave mode associated
with the oscillation frequency of the source still travels
at the group velocity.

B. Non-Linear: Spherically Symmetric Oscillator

We now go on to consider a slightly more realistic sce-
nario by looking at oscillations in a spherically symmet-
ric object, where we continue to use (37) to model the
matter perturbation, but with x replaced by a radial co-
ordinate r. For a similar scenario, but with a radially
pulsating source, see [29]. In the case of three spatial di-
mensions the perturbations in the field are similar to the
1-dimensional case except for a decay outside the source
inversely proportional to the radius. This is expected
as the quantity u = rδχ obeys exactly the same back-
ground equations as the 1-dimensional field. We also
find that much larger matter perturbations are needed
in order to produce sufficiently large fluctuations in the
scalar field for the non-linearities to become apparent.
Figure 5 shows the scalar perturbations for three differ-
ent source amplitudes, M = [1, 5, 10]× 104, and only the
latter two cases shows signs of non-linearities in the wave-
forms. In all three cases the propagation of the waves is

in good agreement with that predicted by the group ve-
locity, given by equation (24).

C. Realistic Wave Sources

The sources considered in this paper are highly con-
trived, as our main focus for this paper is on the prop-
agation of scalar waves and not their generation. There
are however a few realistic scenarios that can lead to
the production of such scalar waves. For one they can be
produced through the motion of matter sources which in-
duces changes in the associated scalar field profile. This
motion would have to be accelerated since we are dealing
with a scalar field which is invariant under Lorentz trans-
formation [30]. An observer seeing a source moving uni-
formly relative to him would see the associated field pro-
file move with the source without the production of any
waves as long as the field is static in the rest frame of the
source. However the orbital motion of planets and stars
would create disturbances in the field, as would collisions
between objects. In particular binary pulsars have long
been promising sources for ordinary gravitational waves
as they produce gravitational quadrupole radiation. This
is also the case for the additional scalar degree of free-
dom [31, 32], but unlike ordinary gravity there is also the
possibility for producing dipole radiation since the scalar
couples to the trace of the stress-energy tensor Tm rather
than Tmµν , thereby relieving it of the restrictions coming
from conservation of energy and momentum. The poten-
tial for probing scalar-tensor theories of gravity through
dipole radiation has been studied in for instance [33, 34].

The other potential source of radiation and more di-
rectly related to the toy models studied in this paper is
the creation of scalar waves through time variations in
the trace of the stress-energy tensor of a matter source.
This can occur either through time variations in the spa-
tial distribution of the matter source or through con-
version between non-relativistic and relativistic matter
which leads to changes in the trace Tm. Supernovae
are obvious candidates for such sources where a consid-
erable fraction of the energy density of the initial star
is converted into radiation over a short period of time,
thus reducing the amplitude of the source as seen by
the scalar field and subsequently producing scalar waves.
This process would also be more or less spherically sym-
metric leading to monopole radiation as in our toy model,
though without the periodic oscillations. Other potential
sources for monopole radiation include spherical collapse,
where waves are created by the changing shape of the
source distribution and variable stars which might also
give rise to periodic oscillations with a more or less well
defined wave number and group velocity. For constraints
on screened modified gravity from monopole radiation,
see for instance [35].

Finally, in certain models it is possible to generate
cosmological scalar waves when phase transitions oc-
cur. This was shown using N-body simulations in [8]
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FIG. 4: Non-linear effects on the waves induced by a 1-dimensional oscillating source for three different density
contrast. The upper plots show a snapshot of the profile at t = 500, while the lower plots show the corresponding

light cone plots with the light and group velocity horizons marked in light and dark green respectively. The middle
plot also shows the phase velocity associated with the dominant plane wave mode of the matter source marked in

purple.

in the context of the symmetron model. In this particu-
lar model a phase transition takes place close to redshift
zero, when a certain symmetry is broken and the scalar
field suddenly changes its value from zero to one. This
sudden change gives a kick to the scalar field which is
not homogeneous in space, thus producing scalar waves.
In a disformally coupled version of this model, in which
the speed of sound decreases in high density regions [36],
these waves were found to pile up inside dark matter ha-
los. The determination of observational consequences of
such effect is work in progress.

Regarding simulations, the fact that the speed of sound
of scalar fields decreases with mass may be of crucial im-
portance when working on high resolution regions. The
reason for this is that in theories that include screening
mechanisms, scalar fields typically become massive when
the density increases (i.e. in the centre of the dark mat-
ter halos). While quasi-static simulations are likely to
give inaccurate results under these conditions, it is also
important to keep in mind that in these high density re-
gions, the scalar fields will be screened and thus there will
be no measurable modified gravity effects in the quasi-
static regime. Experiments similar to those presented

in [9], but with higher resolution, are necessary to fully
understand if the screening will cancel the dynamical ef-
fects associated with the low speed of sound. A failure
of the quasi-static approximation inside dark matter ha-
los should not be considered as a problem, but as an
opportunity to find new observables that might provide
a unique signature of modify gravity. The modelling of
the collision between two galaxies provide one scenario
where dynamical effects might be important. In such a
collision, the matter distribution will suddenly change its
trajectory, leading to a displacement between the pertur-
bations in the matter distribution and the scalar field. If
the speed of sound is small, a part of the original per-
turbation in the scalar field is expected to continue along
the original trajectory of the galaxies undistorted up to
a phase, see Figure 3. Such effects can only be confirmed
through high resolution N-body simulations.

IV. ON THE EFFECTIVE SPEED OF SOUND

Finally we briefly comment on the relation between the
group velocity cg, describing the propagation of linear
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FIG. 5: Non-linear effects on the waves induced by spherically symmetric oscillating source for three different
density contrast. The upper plots show a snapshot of the non-linear solution at t = 500, together with the deviation

from the linear solution. The lower plots show the corresponding light cone plots for the non-linear deviations,
r (δχ− δχlin), scaled by the radius in order to properly see the horizon. The light and group velocity horizons

marked in light and dark green respectively.

waves in the scalar field, and the speed of sound cs ap-
pearing in the perfect fluid description of the scalar field
in cosmological perturbation theory. Einsteins equations
are sourced by the energy-momentum tensor Tµν , which
for a canonical scalar field takes the form

Tµν = ∂µφ∂νφ− gµν
(
∂µφ∂µφ+ V (φ)

)
. (41)

This can be written in perfect fluid form by associating a
rest frame energy density ρφ and pressure pφ, and a fluid
four velocity Uµ with the scalar field

Uµ ≡
∂µφ

|∂αφ∂αφ|1/2

ρφ ≡ −
1

2
∂αφ∂αφ+ V (φ)

pφ ≡ −
1

2
∂αφ∂αφ− V (φ)

(42)

(43)

(44)

so that Tµν takes the form

Tµν = (ρφ + pφ)UµUν + pφgµν (45)

By considering perturbations to the energy density and
pressure, δρφ and δpφ, to the cosmological FLRW back-

ground evolution, one finds that the clustering of the
scalar fluid is determined by an effective speed of sound
cs [14]

c2s =
∂Xpφ
∂Xρφ

, X =
1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ (46)

For a scalar field with a canonical kinetic term the ef-
fective speed of sound is equal to the speed of light, pre-
venting the field from clustering inside the horizon [15].
Since the speed of sound determines how small pertur-
bations in a fluid propagates, this is sometimes taken to
mean that perturbations in a canonical scalar field al-
ways propagate at the speed of light. However the speed
of sound as defined in (46) refers to the propagation of
perturbations in the energy density and pressure as seen
from the fluid rest frame, defined as the frame where spa-
tial variations in the scalar field vanish ∂iφ = 0. This is
clearly not the case in the rest frame of the matter source
which is what we are considering here.

The perfect fluid description also puts constraints on
the allowed dynamics of the scalar field. In particular the
gradients of the field are constrained by the requirement
that Uµ be a proper four velocity [37].
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UµU
µ = −1 , U0 > 0 (47)

This implies that the derivatives of the scalar field must
be non-vanishing |∂µφ| > 0, and that the time deriva-

tive of the field φ̇ cannot change sign. None of these
conditions are satisfied for the simple static background
approximation we have employed in studying the prop-
agation of perturbations in the field. In addition, as al-
ready mentioned the speed of sound is defined with re-
spect to the rest frame of the scalar fluid, which is a nat-
ural reference frame when the only degrees of freedom
are the metric and the scalar field, but not when consid-
ering scalar waves induced by a matter source, where the
natural frame is the matter rest frame. In this frame the
scalar fluid has a non-vanishing four velocity and hence
the flow of energy and momentum is different from that
of the scalar field reference frame. For example the en-
ergy density ρ̃φ as seen by an observer moving with a
four velocity Uµ relative to the scalar fluid is given by

ρ̃φ = TµνU
µUν (48)

which means that in the matter rest frame energy prop-
agates as a combination of sound waves with respect to
the fluid rest frame and through the flow of the fluid it-
self. In fact in [38], they consider a classical scalar field
coupled to gravity and find an effective speed of sound

c2s =
δp

δρ
≈ k2

4m2
φ

(49)

This is similar to the limiting spread velocity cσ for a
Gaussian distribution discussed in section II A, since the
spread of a Gaussian in real space is the inverse of the
spread in Fourier space, σ0 = σ−1

k . Much more detailed
accounts regarding the correspondence between a per-
fect fluid and a scalar field can be found in the literature
(see f.ex [39]), we simply note that the speed of sound
appearing in the fluid description and the group veloc-
ity associated with the propagation of scalar waves are
different concepts and should not be confused.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have looked at the propagation of scalar waves in-
duced by matter sources in the context of modified theo-
ries of gravity which include screening mechanisms. The
usual approach when studying these theories in the non-
linear regime of cosmological perturbations is based on
the assumption that scalar waves travel at the speed of
light. Within the context of standard gravity, it has been
shown that in this case the speed can be approximated
by infinity without loss of accuracy in the estimation of
observables [40, 41]. However, there is no study within

modified gravity that supports this idea. Here we review
the concepts of phase and group velocity in the context
of modified gravity and find that mass terms and non-
linearities in the equations of motion can lead to propaga-
tion and dispersion velocities significantly different from
the speed of light, contrary to usual beliefs.

The origin of the assumption of light like propagation
for the additional scalar degree of freedom seems to orig-
inate from the speed of sound being equal to the speed of
light in the perfect fluid approximation of the scalar field
often used in cosmological perturbation theory. We point
out that the necessary conditions for this approximation
to be valid breaks down when considering scalar waves
induced by matter sources, and that the propagation of
these waves is best described by the group velocity. As
the group velocity is the one associated with the propa-
gation of signals, a reduction of its value will have direct
impact on the behavior of these theories.

On cosmological scales, the background matter density
and perturbations are small and slowly varying. For the
class of models studied in this paper, the scalar becomes
very light and the large scale perturbations in the field
will be linear for reasonable choices of model parame-
ters. We therefore expect the assumption of light like
propagation to be valid in this regime. We stress that
this expectation only applies to models whose equation
of motion reduces to the Klein Gordon equation (7) in
the linear regime, and does not extend to, for instance,
models with non-canonical kinetic terms. On the other
hand, the internal dynamics of galaxies and satellites sub-
merged in large dark matter halos could be affected by
the fact that the group velocity is small. In these cases, it
will be necessary to take into account the fact that differ-
ent parts of a galaxy will see changes in the environment
at different times (i.e. a full non-static analysis should be
made). Full 3D high-resolution simulations are required
to measure the impact of this phenomenon in more real-
istic scenarios.

Furthermore we consider a possible link between grav-
itational clustering of canonical scalar fields and the dis-
persion rate of perturbations in the field. We find that
this rate is closely related to the speed of sound related
to the time averaged energy density and pressure of spa-
tially localized scalar perturbations. In order to estab-
lish whether this spread velocity is directly related to the
jeans length of the field requires the inclusion of gravita-
tional effects on the perturbations which was beyond the
scope of this paper.

Finally, we found that non-linear terms in the equa-
tions of motion for the scalar field induce small scale os-
cillations superimposed on the main waves generated by
the source. Furthermore these non-linearities can reduce
the amplitude of the oscillations compared to the linear
case. Despite this we find that the propagation speed
of the main waves is still described by the group veloc-
ity. This constitutes a characteristic signature of mod-
ified gravity which could be potentially observed with
future gravitational waves experiments (e.g. LISA). It
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is important to note that this observable is not degener-
ate with other effects. This differentiates it from other
observables such as the power spectrum of cosmologi-
cal density perturbations, for which the modified gravity
signals are degenerated with the effects of baryons and
neutrinos. Targeted studies on specific astrophysical ob-
jects should be made to predict the amplitude of these
waves under realistic situations.

Our study is focused on a particular set of models
where the matter coupling is conformal, but considering
that models with more exotic matter couplings usually
lead to considerable reductions in the speed of sound al-
ready in the perfect fluid approximation, the results are
expected to be more general. More studies are required
before having a complete picture of the problem and the
validity of small scale cosmological simulations. While
the results found in this paper seem to constitute a prob-
lem for the community of simulations, we should look
at the bright side and keep in mind that this new effect

could lead to a completely new set of observables that
can be used to test these theories for gravity.
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